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ANNEX
RESULTS OF VOTES

Abbreviations and symbols

+ adopted
- rejected
↓ lapsed
W withdrawn
RCV (..., ..., ...) roll-call vote (for, against, abstentions)
EV (..., ..., ...) electronic vote (for, against, abstentions)
split split vote
sep separate vote
am amendment
CA compromise amendment
CP corresponding part
D deleting amendment
= identical amendments
§ paragraph
art article
rec recital
MOT motion for resolution
JT MOT joint motion for a resolution
1/20 low threshold (1/20 of Members)
1/10 medium threshold (1/10 of Members)
1/5 high threshold (1/5 of Members)
SEC secret ballot
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1. Appointment of a member to the selection panel for the European Public 
Prosecutor’s Office

Proposal for a decision: B9-0290/2022 (Secret ballot (Rule 191(1)))

Subject RCV etc. Vote RCV/EV – remarks

Nomination of 
Margreet Fröberg

SEC + 226, 48, 114

2. Extension of the Agreement on the promotion, provision and use of Galileo 
and GPS satellite-based navigation systems and related applications ***

Recommendation: Cristian-Silviu Buşoi (A9-0153/2022)

Subject RCV etc. Vote RCV/EV – remarks

Draft Council decision RCV + 556, 4, 13

3. 2021 Report on Turkey

Report: Nacho Sánchez Amor (A9-0149/2022)

Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

§ 3 4 ID -

After § 3 5 ID -

§ 4 § original text RCV + 467, 85, 49

After § 7 6 ID -

§ 12 12 S&D +

§ 17 17 S&D +

After § 19 8 ID -

§ 24 13 S&D +

§ 28 § original text RCV + 524, 53, 32

§ 31 14 S&D +

9 Renew +§ 35

§ original text RCV ↓
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Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

split

1 +

§ 36 § original text

2 +

After § 36 7 ID -

split

1/RCV + 529, 45, 42

§ 37 § original text

2/RCV + 470, 103, 29

10 Renew +§ 41

§ original text RCV ↓

After § 41 1 The Left RCV - 127, 375, 115

S&D split

1 +

§ 43 15

2 +

16 S&D +

18 PPE split

1 +

§ 44

2 +

After § 44 2 The Left RCV - 187, 392, 44

§ 46 3 The Left RCV - 222, 333, 61

split

1/RCV + 600, 14, 6

§ 47 § original text

2/RCV + 501, 60, 31

split

1/RCV + 543, 40, 34

§ 50 § original text

2/RCV + 501, 89, 21

11 S&D +Recital C

§ original text RCV ↓

Motion for a resolution (as a whole) RCV + 448, 67, 107
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Requests for roll-call votes
The Left: Recital C §§ 4, 28, 35, 37, 41, 47, 50; amendments 1, 2, 3

Requests for split votes
Verts/ALE
Amendment 15
First part ‘Notes that, despite some signs of de-escalation in the Eastern Mediterranean 

since the last report on Turkey, a new spike has recently been observed; remains 
fully aware that any positive dynamics can be easily reversed at any moment 
while the underlying issues remain unresolved;’

Second part ‘deplores, in this context, the recent statements by Turkish officials disputing 
Greece’s sovereignty over some of its islands, which are counterproductive and 
undermine the security environment in the area; continues to urge Turkey and all 
stakeholders involved to engage in a bona fide peaceful settlement of disputes 
and to refrain from any unilateral action or threats; continues, in particular, to call 
on all sides to show genuine collective engagement to negotiating the delimitation 
of exclusive economic zones (EEZs) and the continental shelf in good faith and in 
line with international rules and principles; condemns, in this regard, the 
harassment by Turkish warships of research vessels performing surveys within the 
EEZ delimitated by the Republic of Cyprus; condemns, furthermore, Turkey’s 
violations of Greek national airspace, including overflights of inhabited areas and 
territory, actions which violate both the sovereignty and sovereign rights of EU 
Member States in contravention of international law; expresses its total solidarity 
with Greece and the Republic of Cyprus; reaffirms the right of the Republic of 
Cyprus to enter into bilateral agreements on its EEZ and to explore and exploit its 
natural resources in full compliance with international law; notes with regret that 
the casus belli declared by the Turkish Grand National Assembly against Greece in 
1995 has yet to be withdrawn; welcomes the continuation of exploratory talks 
between Greece and Turkey, which seek to address the delimitation of the 
continental shelf and the EEZ in line with international law; reiterates its call on 
the Turkish Government to sign and ratify the UN Convention on the Law of the 
Sea, which is part of the EU acquis; supports the invitation extended to Turkey by 
the Government of the Republic of Cyprus to negotiate in good faith the maritime 
delimitation between their respective coast lines, or to have recourse to the 
International Court of Justice, and calls on Turkey to accept Cyprus’s invitation; 
welcomes the Turkish contribution to the security of gas supply through the 
connection of the Trans-Anatolian Pipeline (TANAP) with the completed Trans 
Adriatic Pipeline (TAP); reiterates its support for the European Council’s proposal 
for a multilateral conference on the Eastern Mediterranean and underscores that 
the Green Deal and the energy transition could provide important opportunities 
for achieving cooperative, sustainable and inclusive energy solutions in the 
Eastern Mediterranean; calls for the Eastern Mediterranean to be made a genuine 
catalyst in the external dimension of the Green Deal;’

S&D
Amendment 18
First part ‘expresses in this regard serious concern over the recent, new illegal activities in 

the fenced off area of Varosha for the opening of a new part of the beach,’
Second part ‘as well as the recent signing of a ‘Financial Protocol’ between Turkey and the 

occupied areas of Cyprus through which Turkey will be financing projects for the 
reconstruction of Varosha;’

The Left
§ 36
First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘and underlines the importance of both sides 

complying with their respective commitments under the EU Turkey Joint 
Statement of 2016’

Second part those words

§ 37
First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘and therefore supports the Commission’s 

proposal to start negotiations on upgrading a mutually beneficial Customs Union, 
accompanied by an effective and efficient dispute settlement mechanism’

Second part those words
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§ 47
First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘to fully cooperate with the EU Naval Force 

Mediterranean Operation (EUNAVFOR MED) IRINI and to allow for efficient 
cooperation between the latter and NATO’s Operation Sea Guardian;’

Second part those words

§ 50
First part ‘Believes that the EU should continue to pursue all possible instances of dialogue, 

common understanding and convergence of positions with Turkey; invites Turkey 
to engage in constructive and bona fide dialogue, including on issues of foreign 
policy where Turkey and the EU have been on opposing terms, with a view to once 
again finding common ground and a common understanding with the EU, 
restarting dialogue and cooperation on good neighbourly relations, and 
relaunching the process of reforms in Turkey; notes that the varying priorities of 
the EU institutions set out in the existing frameworks governing EU-Turkey 
relations make it very difficult to find an effective way to move forward; deplores 
the lack of a long-term strategy, a coherent policy and consistent leadership 
towards Turkey in the EU; calls on the Presidents of the Commission and the 
European Council and the Vice-President of the Commission / High Representative 
of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy to demonstrate stronger, 
strategic and values-based leadership, with appropriate accountability towards 
Parliament; urges the EU institutions and the Member States to formulate a 
coherent and streamlined approach to this matter, as it concerns one of our 
largest neighbours and most important partners, including close cooperation 
among all EU institutions;’

Second part ‘calls on the EEAS to intensify transatlantic dialogue and cooperation with the 
Biden administration with regard to relations with Turkey;’

4. The EEAS’s Climate Change and Defence Roadmap

Report: Thomas Waitz (A9-0084/2022)

Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

3 MEPs +After § 1

4 MEPs +

Before recital A 1 MEPs +

After recital L 2 MEPs +

Motion for a resolution (as a whole) RCV + 356, 159, 114
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5. The EU and the security challenges in the Indo-Pacific

Report: David McAllister (A9-0085/2022)

Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

§ 3 9 rapporteur +

§ 4 10 rapporteur +

§ 5 11 rapporteur +

§ 6 12 rapporteur +

§ 9 13 rapporteur +

§ 12 14 rapporteur +

§ 15 15 rapporteur +

§ 20 16 rapporteur +

§ 21 17 rapporteur +

After § 22 18 rapporteur +

§ 23 25 rapporteur +

After § 28 19 rapporteur +

Citations 1-7 rapporteur +

Recitals 8, 20-
24

rapporteur +

Motion for a resolution (as a whole) RCV + 474, 60, 80

6. EU islands and cohesion policy

Report: Younous Omarjee (A9-0144/2022)

Subject RCV etc. Vote RCV/EV – remarks

Motion for a resolution RCV + 577, 38, 10
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7. Article 17 of the Common Fisheries Policy Regulation

Report: Caroline Roose (A9-0152/2022)

Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

After § 1 2 S&D EV + 307, 282, 38

split

1 +

§ 5 § original text

2 +

§ 9 4 S&D EV - 296, 301, 28

split

1 +

§ 19 § original text

2 +

§ 22 5 S&D EV + 286, 199, 141

split

1 +

§ 30 § original text

2 +

split

1 +

§ 33 § original text

2 -

§ 35 § original text sep -

After § 35 6 S&D -

After § 36 7 S&D -

After recital H 1 S&D -

Motion for a resolution (as a whole) RCV + 482, 103, 47

Requests for separate votes
PPE: § 35
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Requests for split votes
Renew
§ 33
First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘by considering using age criteria to allocate a 

fair share of the fishing opportunities available to them,’
Second part those words

PPE
§ 5
First part ‘Stresses that there is no Commission study analysing the application of the 

criteria for the allocation of quotas under Articles 16 and 17 of the CFP;’
Second part ‘notes that there is a lack of transparency and that several Member States are not 

making public what criteria they apply when distributing fishing opportunities and 
encourages them to make those criteria public and easily accessible, recalls that 
an objective allocation method entails the clear and unambiguous description of 
well-defined allocation criteria including a clear description of the relative 
weightings of criteria or the conditions for their use in case of multiple criteria for 
allocation;’

§ 19
First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘notes that the English version includes the 

word ‘shall’;’
Second part those words

§ 30
First part ‘Calls on the Member States to incentivise operators, through their allocation 

processes, to establish and strengthen social dialogue with unions and workers’ 
organisations’

Second part ‘as well as to fully apply collective bargaining agreements in order to promote 
social sustainability and fair working conditions within the fisheries sector;’

Miscellaneous
The S&D Group had withdrawn amendment 3.


